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FINDINGS 

 
1. The building “embodies the distinguishing characteristics of an architectural type 

specimen, inherently valuable for a study of a period style or method of construction” as 
an example of International Style residential architecture.   

 
2. The building is associated with a master builder, designer, or architect, as a work by 

architect Josef Van der Kar. 
 
CRITERIA 
 
The criterion is the Cultural Heritage Ordinance which defines a historical or cultural monument 
as any site (including significant trees or other plant life located thereon) building or structure of 
particular historic or cultural significance to the City of Los Angeles, such as historic structures 
or sites in which the broad cultural, economic, or social history of the nation, State or community 
is reflected or exemplified, or which are identified with historic personages or with important 
events in the main currents of national, State or local history or which embody the distinguishing 
characteristics of an architectural type specimen, inherently valuable for a study of a period style 
or method of construction, or a notable work of a master builder, designer or architect whose 
individual genius influenced his age. 
 
SUMMARY 
 
Built in 1949 and located in the Echo Park area, this one-story residential building exhibits 
character-defining features of International Style architecture.  The subject property has an L-
shaped plan and a flat roof covered with rolled composition.  The elevated front façade with 
main entrance is set behind an attached open carport at the street level.  The retaining wall 
which forms the rear wall of the carport is painted yellow.  A staircase to the left of the carport 
leads to a front patio that is covered with teal blue colored, open steel latticework and a long 
open covered porch, both supported by coral colored, round steel columns. The carport and 
porch covering have a boxed flat roof with stained redwood exterior, a flat stucco surface 
beneath and coral colored aluminum flashing at the top.  Set beneath the long covered porch 
are two wood sliding windows with bright blue frames and a red door with transom window. 
Windows consist of full height sliding and fixed, clerestory transom, and wood sliding windows. 
Some window walls look onto a courtyard patio covered in the same teal blue steel lattice work 
used on the front patio.  In the interior, walls consist of stained wood paneling.  Some rooms 
possess built-in cabinets and desks designed by the building’s architect.  The living room has a 
large brick fireplace, glass walls, built in shelves and a small desk, a front bedroom also has a 
built-in desk.   
 
The proposed Henry Shire Residence historic monument was designed by architect Josef Van 
der Kar, who was part of a second generation of Modernist architects that drew inspiration from 
R.M. Schindler, Richard Neutra, and others, becoming a close friend and collaborator of 
architect Gregory Ain. He also collaborated with landscape designer Garrett Eckbo, who 
provided the landscape plan for the subject property.  Van de Kar also designed Eckbo’s family 
home, which would eventually become the home of former California Governor Jerry Brown, 
and the Rootenberg House in the City of West Hollywood (West Hollywood Landmark #37). 
 
Henry Shire, an artist and carpenter who was active in union organizing, commissioned Van de 
Kar to design the subject property. Shire produced political cartoons for the International 
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees newsletter and the Carpenter’s Union Magazine in the 
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1930s and 1940s.  He also did custom cabinetry work for R.M. Schindler, continuing to work 
with Schindler’s clients after his death. 
 
Alterations include replacement of the wood latticework with steel on the front and rear patios 
due to dry rot issues.  The original architect consented to the replacement and the design is 
identical to the original wood patio covering. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
The Henry Shire House property successfully meets two of the specified Historic-Cultural 
Monument criteria: 1) “embodies the distinguishing characteristics of an architectural type 
specimen, inherently valuable for a study of a period style or method of construction, and 2) is 
associated with a master builder, designer, or architect.  As a residential building designed in 
the International Style by a noteworthy architect, the property qualifies for designation as a 
Historic-Cultural Monument based on these criteria.   
 
BACKGROUND 
 
At its meeting of October 1, 2009, the Cultural Heritage Commission voted to take the 
application under consideration.  On November 19, 2009, the Cultural Heritage Commission 
toured the subject property.  
 
CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT (“CEQA”) REVIEW 
 
State of California CEQA Guidelines, Article 19, Section 15308, Class 8 “consists of actions 
taken by regulatory agencies, as authorized by state or local ordinance, to assure the 
maintenance, restoration, enhancement, or protection of the environment where the regulatory 
process involves procedures for protection of the environment.” 
 
State of California CEQA Guidelines Article 19, Section 15331, Class 31 “consists of projects 
limited to maintenance, repair, stabilization, rehabilitation, restoration, preservation, 
conservation or reconstruction of historical resources in a manner consistent with the Secretary 
of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for 
Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring, and Reconstructing Historic buildings.” 
 
The designation of the Henry Shire House as a Historic-Cultural Monument in accordance with 
Chapter 9, Article 1, of The City of Los Angeles Administrative Code (“LAAC”) will ensure that 
future construction activities involving the subject property are regulated in accordance with 
Section 22.171.14 of the LAAC.  The purpose of the designation is to prevent significant impacts 
to a Historic-Cultural Monument through the application of the standards set forth in the LAAC.  
Without the regulation imposed by way of the pending designation, the historic significance and 
integrity of the subject property could be lost through incompatible alterations and new 
construction and the demolition of irreplaceable historic structures.  The Secretary of the 
Interior’s Standards of Rehabilitation are expressly incorporated into the LAAC and provide 
standards concerning the historically appropriate construction activities which will ensure the 
continued preservation of the subject property.   
 
The use of Categorical Exemption Class 8 in connection with the proposed designation is 
consistent with the goals of maintaining, restoring, enhancing, and protecting the environment 
through the imposition of regulations designed to prevent the degradation of Historic-Cultural 
Monuments. 
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The use of Categorical Exemption Class 31 in connection with the proposed designation is 
consistent with the goals relating to the preservation, rehabilitation, restoration and 
reconstruction of Historic buildings in a manner consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for Preserving Rehabilitating, 
Restoring, and Reconstructing Historic Buildings. 
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SUMMARY 
 
Built in 1949 and located in the Echo Park area, this one-story residential building exhibits 
character-defining features of International Style architecture.  The subject property has an L-
shaped plan and a flat roof covered with rolled composition.  The elevated front façade with 
main entrance is set behind an attached open carport at the street level.  The retaining wall 
which forms the rear wall of the carport is painted yellow.  A staircase to the left of the carport 
leads to a front patio that is covered with teal blue colored, open steel latticework and a long 
open covered porch, both supported by coral colored, round steel columns. The carport and 
porch covering have a boxed flat roof with stained redwood exterior, a flat stucco surface 
beneath and coral colored aluminum flashing at the top.  Set beneath the long covered porch 
are two wood sliding windows with bright blue frames and a red door with transom window. 
Windows consist of full height sliding and fixed, clerestory transom, and wood sliding windows. 
Some window walls look onto a courtyard patio covered in the same teal blue steel lattice work 
used on the front patio.  In the interior, walls consist of stained wood paneling.  Some rooms 
possess built-in cabinets and desks designed by the building’s architect.  The living room has a 
large brick fireplace, glass walls, built in shelves and a small desk, a front bedroom also has a 
built-in desk.   
 
The proposed Henry Shire Residence historic monument was designed by architect Josef Van 
der Kar, who was part of a second generation of Modernist architects that drew inspiration from 
R.M. Schindler, Richard Neutra, and others, becoming a close friend and collaborator of 
architect Gregory Ain. He also collaborated with landscape designer Garrett Eckbo, who 
provided the landscape plan for the subject property.  Van de Kar also designed Eckbo’s family 
home, which would eventually become the home of former California Governor Jerry Brown, 
and the Rootenberg House in the City of West Hollywood (West Hollywood Landmark #37). 
 
Henry Shire, an artist and carpenter who was active in union organizing, commissioned Van de 
Kar to design the subject property. Shire produced political cartoons for the International 
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees newsletter and the Carpenter’s Union Magazine in the 
1930s and 1940s.  He also did custom cabinetry work for R.M. Schindler, continuing to work 
with Schindler’s clients after his death. 
 
Alterations include replacement of the wood latticework with steel on the front and rear patios 
due to dry rot issues.  The original architect consented to the replacement and the design is 
identical to the original wood patio covering. 
 
 
CRITERIA 
 
The criterion is the Cultural Heritage Ordinance which defines a historical or cultural monument 
as any site (including significant trees or other plant life located thereon) building or structure of 
particular historic or cultural significance to the City of Los Angeles, such as historic structures 
or sites in which the broad cultural, economic, or social history of the nation, State or community 
is reflected or exemplified, or which are identified with historic personages or with important 
events in the main currents of national, State or local history or which embody the distinguishing 
characteristics of an architectural type specimen, inherently valuable for a study of a period style 
or method of construction, or a notable work of a master builder, designer or architect whose 
individual genius influenced his age. 
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FINDINGS 
 
Based on the facts set forth in the summary and application, the Commission determines that 
the application is complete and that the property is significant enough to warrant further 
investigation as a potential Historic-Cultural Monument. 



 Historic-Cultural Monument  

Application 

 

TYPE OR PRINT IN ALL CAPITAL BLOCK LETTERS 

 

Identification 

 

1. name of proposed monument   ___  Henry Shire Residence  _____                  _ 

2. street address  ___                      2208 Princeton Avenue                                _ 

city __      _Echo Park              zip code  ____90026           council district                       13                               _ 

assessor’s parcel no.                               5443-019-017                                        _ 

complete legal description:   tract Park Manor Tract as per map in Book 59, Page 13 of Miscellaneous_ 

Records, in the Office of the County Recorder of Los Angeles County.          _ 

Block        2       Lot(s)      NW 127.5 Ft of Lot16  _   arb. no.                N/A                                   _ 

range of addresses                   2354 thru 2358 Vista Gordo Drive           _ 

3. present owner     Peter Shire Trustee, Henry Shire Deceased Trust      ___ 

street address __   2208 Princeton Avenue                         _ 

city _  Los Angeles      state   CA   zip code          90026          phone_      (323) 662 - 8067  _ 

owner is:     private  X          __ public                                              __ 

4. present use _ Single Family Residence    original use _  Single Family Residence          _ 

 

Description 

5. architectural style  ___   International Style                       _ 

6. state present physical description of the site or structure (see optional description worksheet) 

             (see description worksheet)        _         _ 

                    _    _          _     _

            _     _     _                 _    _ 

               _      _      

               _      _      

               _      _      

               _      _     

_                _       

_                              _            
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Historic-Cultural Monument  

Application 

 

Name of Proposed Monument       Henry Shire Residence                  

 

10. construction date: factual _      1949             _estimated                                         _ 

11. architect , designer, or engineer: _  Josef Van der Kar and Garret Eckbo (landscaping)         _ 

12. contractor or other builder:    Owner Build         _ 

13. dates of enclosed photographs _          May 19, 2009                         _ 

14. condition: �  excellent     � good     � fair     � deteriorated      � no longer in existence 

15. alterations: Wooden patio covering material replaced by the Shires with aluminum due to constant dry   _ 

rot issues with the blessing of original architect.  Design of the aluminum features remains identical to _ 

the original wood.                                    _ 

16. threats to site � none known   � private development  � vandalism  � public works project  

17. is the structure � on its original site  � moved  � unknown 

significance 

18. briefly state historical and/or architectural importance; include dates, events, and persons associated 

with site (see optional significance worksheet). The Henry Shire House was designed by Modernist Josepf _  

Van der Kar in 1949 as the home of artist Henry Shire and his wife, Barbara.  Van der Kar was    _ 

 The architect of a number of well known modern homes in Southern California, including that of the       _ 

 Landscape designer, Garrett Eckbo, which later served as the home of former Governor Jerry  

 Brown.  The Shire house, which is clad on the exterior with vertical redwood boards, is built   _ 

on a L-shaped plan with the inner walls of glass facing a courtyard patio.  The plan is similar   _ 

  The Architect’s slightly later (1952) Rootenberg House on Kings Road, in West Hollywood     _ 

(WHL #37). The Shire Residence is a well maintained original example of Van der Kar’s take on    _ 

 The International Style.  Van der Kar was a part of the 2nd generation of Modernists, who drew  

 Their inspiration not only from R. M. Schindler and Richard Nuetra,  but from each other as well.      

19. sources (list books, documents, surveys, personal interviews with dates) Los Angeles City Building permits per        _ 

attached,  LA County assessors records, recorded deeds, Los Angeles Times articles,  Books “Garrett Eckbo, Modern,  

Landscapes for Living” by Marc Treib and Dorothee Imbert, “Unrequited Self Love”  by Josef Van der Kar and “Soldiers_  

 

of reason: the Rand Corporation and the rise of the American empire” by Alex Abella , Interview with Peter Shire on       _ 

 

September 11, 2009.                                                                                      _ 

20. date form prepared   August 24, 2009   _ preparer’s name                   Charles J. Fisher                                                 _ 

organization       Owner’s Representative   .  street address     140 S. Avenue 57        _ 

               city _Highland Park      state _CA     zip code        90042   phone  _ (323) 256-3593          _ 

  E-mail address: _____  __arroyoseco@hotmail.com         _ 
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DESCRIPTION WORK SHEET 

 

type or print in all capital block letters 

 

 

 

the _    Henry Shire Residence    _ is a  __    1          story, 
                                                                         name of proposed monument                                                                                                                                                         number of stories 

 

     International Style      _,   _  L-shaped              plan     residence      _ 
                   architectural  style  (see liine 8 above)                                                          plan shape   (see chart)                                                                          structure use (residence, etc)   

   

with a            redwood plank      _ finish and                      steel and wood              trim.   
               material (wood siding, wood shingles, brick, stucco, etc                                                                                                                                                  material (wood, metal, etc.)   

   

its    Flat     roof is   covered with rolled composition.         glass and wood      , 
                         roof shape (see chart))                                                                            material (clay tile, asphalt or wood shingles                                                                      WINDOW MATERIAL 

 

  Full height sliding and fixed  along with clerestory transom and wood slider windows  are part of the design. 

window type [double hung (slides up & down), casement (opens out), horizontal sliding, etc]                             

 

the entry features a  long open porch supported by simple steel columns along the Northeast side of  
                                                                                                                          door location (recessed, centered, off-center, corner, etc.)                                                                                                                                                                         

 

 the house     with a         plain flat wooden               door. Additional character defining elements 
                                    entry door style (see chart) 

 

of the structure are  a plain elevated front façade behind an attached open carport at the street_ 
                                                                     identify ooriginal features such as porches (see chart); balconies; number and shape of dormers (see chart);  

 

 level.  The carport has a boxed flat roof of the same design as the porch covering.  The flat edge is _ 
number and location of chimneys; shutters; secondary finish materials; parapets; metal trim; decorative tile or cast stone; arches;  

 

in stained redwood with a aluminum flashing at the top.  It is supported with the same steel pillars as _  
ornamental woodwork; symmetry or asymmetry; cornices; friezes; towers or turrets; bay windows; halftimbering; horizontality;  

 

those supporting the front porch.  A staircase to the left of the carport leads to a front patio that_ 
verticality; formality or informality; garden walls, etc. 

 

is covered with the same open steel (formerly wood) latticework as the patio on the other side of the  
additional defining elements 

 

house.  The porch covering has a flat stucco surface as does the carport.  Two wooden sliding windows and a  _ 

additional defining elements  

 

single transom window near the door open toward the porch.  The wall juts out just beyond the entry and is      _ 

additional defining elements   

 

is extended by a gate in the style of a Shojil screen  The porch flooring is concrete with grey pebble filled strips.   

additional defining elements  

 

at right angles to the house wall.  The exterior walls have no eaves and are topped with the same aluminum             _ 

additional defining elements  

 

flashing as the carport.  A large brick chimney is near the rear of the house, flanked with the glass of the living_ 

additional defining elements  

 

room walls.  Transom windows are found in most solid walls except on the front façade.                       _ 

additional defining elements  

 

secondary buildings consist of    There are no secondary buildings        __  

 

significant interior spaces include the glass walled living room has built-in bookcases and a          _ 
                                                                                                                                                                           Identify ooriginal features  such as wood paneling; moldings and trim, special glass windows,  

 

  Small deck.  Another built-in desk in a front bedroom.  All interior walls are of stained wood panels 
ornate ceilings; plaster moldings; light fixtures; painted decoration; ceramic tile; stair balustrades; built-in furniture, etc.  

 

with various built-in cabinets and drawers.  Recessed ceiling vents and belled sconce lighting.     _  
identify notable mature trees and shrubs 
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c  i  t  y    o  f    l  o  s     a  n  g  e  l  e  s  

Significance Work Sheet 

 

type or hand print in all capital block letters 

 

Complete One or Both of the Upper and Lower Portions of This Page 

Architectural Significance 

the _   Henry Shire Residence                is an important example of 
                           name of proposed monument 

 

_  International Style       _____                  architecture 
                           Architectural style (see line 8) 

 

and meets the cultural heritage ordinance because of the high quality of its design and the retention 

of its original form, detailing and integrity. 

 

 

 

 

Historical Significance 

 

The _   Henry Shire Residence  _ was built in _       1949  __              _ 
Name of proposed monument     year built 

 

  Josef Van der Kar                           was important to the 
Name of first or other significant owner         

 

21. development of Los Angeles because he was one of the cadre of Second Generation Modernists   _ 

who made Southern California their design laboratory.  After his schooling Van der Kar had worked        _ 

in his career with both R. M. Schindler and Richard Nuetra.  As a close friend and collaborator of             _ 

Gregory Ain, Van der Kar’s work showed considerable influence from all three.  In the Shire Residence, _ 

He combined the clean lines of Nuetra with the spatial dynamics of Schindler.  Much of the detailing is    _ 

From Ain’s concepts.  However, the manner in which the modest home calls in the garden is strictly  Van _ 

Der Kar.  His use of entire glass walls to call in both the courtyard and the backyard to the living room_ 

Is an innovation that he was to repeat three years later in the larger Rootenberg House that was built   _ 

Just a short distance from Schindler’s own Kings Road home and just next to Irving Gill’s famous Dodge_ 

 House (demolished) in West Hollywood.  That house was designated as landmark #37  by that city in 2005. 

Both houses use a similar footprint and have the glass wall opening to the courtyard patio with a               _  

Minimum of glass on the main entrance side, which is opposite the patio opening.  In many ways the Shire      _ 

Design was a precursor to the Rootenberg plan.  The location of the garage is at the rear of the West    _  

Hollywood house, giving the courtyard a more complete framing.  However that difference appears to   _  

Be more a issue of the sites, as the Rootenberg House is on a corner, which allows for the garage to        _ 

Open to the side street, whereas the hilly Shire site pretty much dictated the open carport in the front. _ 

The major difference is the use of redwood planks on the Shire House opposed to a stucco finish on the _ 
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A n d / o r 



c  i  t  y    o  f    l  o  s     a  n  g  e  l  e  s  

Significance Work Sheet 

Continued 

 

 

Rootenberg House.  The redwood recalls the exterior of Harwell Hamilton Harris’ Bircher-Share Residence       _ 

 

(HCM 612) which uses horizontal (rather than vertical) redwood siding.  Van der Kar also shared the radical       _  

 

Politics of many of his contemporaries.  Like Ain, he was a Socialist at heart and was frequently associated with_  

 

Others who shared their viewpoints.  Many of his clients were Communists or at least those who found the         _ 

 

Marxist ideals to their liking.  Both Van der Kar and his wife, Catherine, were involved in various political move-  _ 

 

Ments of the day.  In the late 1940s they abandoned the Democratic Party and joined the Independent Progressive 

 

 Party.  Yours later, when both Van der Kars were involved with the Wonderland Youth Center, they were both   _  

 

Cited in a House Unamerican Activities Committee report on a “Communist takeover” of the facility.  The Shire’s   _ 

 

Like most of his client’s, shared in Van der Kar’s political outlook.  The Shires were no exception.  Born in 1911  _ 

 

 In Brooklyn, Henry Shire was an artist  and carpenter.  His parents were Russian émigrés to the United States.     _  

 

His Father had been trained in England as a cabinet maker.  For the last 12 years of his career, he worked on the _  

 

Estate of Avril Herriman.  The younger Shire had received training with the “Art Student’s League“ and the “Beaux_ 

 

Arts Institute” and received a degree in fine and applied arts from the “Pratt institute” in 1932.  He also joined      _ 

 

The “John Reed Club” where he learned much of his early political agenda.  After marrying his first wife, Marion,_ 

 

He came to Los Angeles and the couple settled in Echo Park.  Henry first became active in organizing the early    _ 

 

Farm worker’s  and meat packers Union.  He then joined the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees. 

 

(I.A.T.S.E.) Local 683.  At that time the Union had been heavily influenced by organized crime, but Shire and others _ 

 

Of a more ideological bent worked to end that influence.  He began doing political cartoons for I.A.T.S.E’s news _ 

 

Letter, “Ham & Eggs”.  He also did a series of cartoons, known as “Poundin Nails” featuring “Shorty and Lefty” in _ 

 

the Carpenter’s Union Magazine.  Eventually he was thrown out of the latter union for pushing for equal pay for 

 

Black carpenters.  By the end of World War II, shire had been divorced and remarried to his second wife, Barbara_ 

 

Who he had met at a Union function.  She had been a member of the Longshoreman’s Union in San Francisco.  With _ 

 

Two young sons, Peter and Billy, the Shire’s commissioned Van der Kar to design their home in 1949.  Van der Kar _  

 

Brought in Garrett Eckbo to design the landscaping of the home.  Most of the original Eckbo designs are still in_ 

 

Place, also some of the plantings had to be replaced with different varieties due to their vulnerability  to pests, _  

 

Mostly gophers.  By this time, Shire was following his Father’s footsteps and doing custom carpentry for R. M.     - 

 

Schindler.  After Schindler’s death, he continued working with the latter’s last client, Saul Marks, producing a_ 

 

A series of wood block carvings, one of which, Marks was to use as his moniker for many years.  He continued to  _ 

 

Do work on Schindler and other houses for the architects Bernard Judge (former CHC Commissioner) and John _  

 

August Reed, who ran their office in Schindler’s home on Kings Road.  He also did work specifically for Schindler’s_  

 

Wife, Pauline.  Today, his son Peter is a world renown artist and his son Billy, owns art galleries.       _ 
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Josef Van der Kar, Architect 
(1906-2002)

By Charles J. Fisher 

A Dutch native, Josef (Joseph) N. Van der Kar was born in Amsterdam 
Holland on January 18, 1906, the family emigrated to United States in 1916, 
where Josef found school rough due to his inability to express himself well 
in English.  He learned how to grasp quickly for the succinct word to express 
himself and the use of few words to express a thought became a lifelong 
habit.

While attending the University of California at Berkeley in the early 1930s, 
he married local native Catherine Stembridge.  She was to recall years later 
of the brevity of many of the letters he wrote when they were courting.  
After leaving Berkeley, the Van der Kars moved to Santa Barbara, where 
Josef began his career as an architect.  His younger brother, Alexander, lived 
with then at the time.  Alexander was a registered Communist during the 
mid 1930s and his radical agenda was to forever shape his brother and sister-
in-laws politics. 

After moving to Los Angeles, Van der Kar also became a close friend and 
collaborator of Gregory Ain, who shared his political outlook as well.  
During their lifetimes, both men were often better known for their politics 
then their architectural talents.  This affinity also gave both men a desire to 
design custom homes for the common man. 

Van der Kar also collaborated on several projects with Buckminster Fuller, 
the inventor of the Geodesic Dome. 

After World War II, Ain attempted to set up a Utopian housing development 
named “Community Homes” in Reseda.  That venture failed because the 
Federal Housing Administration demanded that the tract must have racial 
covenants that banned sales to minorities, a requirement that Ain and his 
partners refused to adhere to. 

Landscape designer, Garrett Eckbo, who had worked with Ain on both 
Community Homes and Ain’s successful Mar Vista Tract, laid out 
“Wonderland Park” in Laurel Canyon.  Eckbo had Van der Kar design a 



unique but low profile house for his own family at the convergence of two 
canyons.  As with many Van der Kar homes, the Eckbo House is a marvel 
for its simplicity and its melding of the outdoor and indoor spaces that 
allowed Eckbo gardens to become the focal point of the design both indoors 
and outdoors.  Years later, the Eckbo House was the home of former 
California Governor Jerry Brown. 

In 1949, Van der Kar designed a compact International style home for Henry 
and Barbara S. Shire.  The house was sited on a hilly lot in Echo Park.  By 
placing an open garage at street level at the front of the retaining wall, the 
architect was able to design an L-shaped plan at the top of the ridge with 
little grading.  The exterior is clad in vertical dark wood paneling with glass 
panels and sliding doors opening to a courtyard on the inside of the “L” and 
to the rear of the house in the living room.  Again this arrangement invites 
the outdoor world into the house which sports dark paneling on the inside as 
well.

A somewhat more elaborate version of the Shire plan is the Rootenberg 
House in West Hollywood (WHL #37) that Van der Kar designed in 1952, 
just up the street from R. M. Schindler’s own home on Kings Road.  With 
the use of exterior stucco rather than the dark wood of the Shire House, the 
Rootenberg design is a very pure embodiment of the International Style, 
again using the central courtyard with the glass panels surrounding it.  The 
Rootenburg design is on a flat corner lot with the garage facing the side 
street giving the house a “C” rather than “L” shape. 

Both houses also make copious use of transom clerestory windows, 
especially in the walls that do not have large glass openings.  The influence 
of Gregory Ain is seen in the use of the more expansive solid walls facing to 
the street and around the main entrance which is opposite the glassed-in 
courtyard in both designs. 

Van der Kar designed both residential and commercial buildings in New 
York, San Francisco, Berkeley, Santa Barbara and State College of 
Pennsylvania, where he again worked with Ain, who taught there in the mid 
1960s.  However, the vast majority of his work is in the Los Angeles area, 
with such unique designs as his 1955 Wohlstetter House, built on a wooded 
lot on Woodstock Road in Laurel Canyon, which is often called “the house 
that hangs in the sky” and still amazes those who see it. 



As with much of Van der Kar’s work, the Wohlstetter House was 
documented by Julius Shulman’s camera and Garret Eckbo’s landscaping 
brought all the more beauty to the design. 

His Rowen House in Pacific Palisades is also a noted example of Van der 
Kar’s design work.  He also designed furniture, both built in and 
freestanding to go with

Van der Kar wrote several books on design and at least one art book in 1982, 
“Unrequited Self Love”, which he stated was partly therapy after his 
youngest son, Robert, was killed in a helicopter crash.  He also wrote 
number of letters to the Los Angeles Times, sniping at the Reagan 
administration in the early to mi 1980s. 

Josepf Van der Kar passed away at his Malibu home on November 19, 2002, 
at the age of 94. 

© 2009, by Charles J. Fisher



Henry Shire Political Cartoons 
1930s and 1940s 











These are just some of the cartoons drawn by Henry Shire for 
the International Association of Theatrical Stage Employees 

(IATSE) and the Carpenter’s Union. 

From the collection of Peter Shire 



Building Permit History 
2208 Princeton Avenue 

Echo Park 

April 11, 1949: Building Permit No. 24333 for the construction of a 1-story, 30’ 
X 45’ 5-room frame residence on Lot 16,, Block 2 of Park 
Manor Tract. 

 Owner: H. Shire 
 Architect: J. Van der Kar 
 Engineer: None 
 Contractor: Owner 

Cost: $12,000.00 

January 20, 2006: Building Permit No. WO64400591 to change out furnace. 
(Permit expired on August 4, 2008.) 

 Owner: Peter Shire Trustee, Henry Shire Deceased Trust 
 Architect: None 
 Engineer: None 
 Contractor: Temperature Equipment Corporation 

Cost: Not Shown 

January 20, 2006: Building Permit No. WO84411536 to change out furnace. 
 Owner: Peter Shire Trustee, Henry Shire Deceased Trust 
 Architect: None 
 Engineer: None 
 Contractor: Temperature Equipment Corporation 

Cost: Not Shown 















Henry Shire Residence 
Photographs

Henry Shire Residence, 2208 Princeton Avenue (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher) 

Henry Shire Residence, 2208 Princeton Avenue (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher) 



Henry Shire Residence, 2208 Princeton Avenue (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher) 

Henry Shire Residence, front patio covering, 2208 Princeton Avenue (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher) 



Henry Shire Residence, front porch, 2208 Princeton Avenue (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher) 

Henry Shire Residence, front entry, 2208 Princeton Avenue (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher) 



Henry Shire Residence, living room, 2208 Princeton Avenue (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher) 

Henry Shire Residence, living room, 2208 Princeton Avenue (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher) 



Henry Shire Residence, fireplace, 2208 Princeton Avenue (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher) 

Henry Shire Residence, living room built-ins, 2208 Princeton Avenue (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher) 



Henry Shire Residence, hall built-ins, 2208 Princeton Avenue (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher) 



Henry Shire Residence, living room view to rear, 2208 Princeton Avenue (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher) 

Henry Shire Residence, living room from patio, 2208 Princeton Avenue (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher) 



Henry Shire Residence, wood sliding window view from patio, 2208 Princeton Ave (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher) 

Henry Shire Residence, movable wall panel, 2208 Princeton Avenue (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher) 



Henry Shire Residence, master bedroom, 2208 Princeton Avenue (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher) 

Henry Shire Residence, master bedroom, 2208 Princeton Avenue (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher) 



Henry Shire Residence, built-in desk in front bedroom, 2208 Princeton Avenue (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher) 

Henry Shire Residence, transom window, 2208 Princeton Avenue (Photograph by Charles J. Fisher) 


